
Subject [External]  Longview Power Comments

From Joe

To Andrews, Edward S

Sent Monday, October 26, 2020 12:23 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify sender.
26 OCT 2020 
TO: Edward S, Andrews
I am attaching my written comments to this email.
Joe Robinson
TEL: 1-617-734-9900
Email: robinson@actcom.com

Joe Robinson Comment

Comments for Joe Robinson
Thursday, October 8, 2020 9:36 AM
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Subject FW: [External]  Letter supporting Longview permit application

From Crowder, Laura M

To Andrews, Edward S; McKeone, Beverly D; Hammonds, Stephanie E

Sent Tuesday, October 27, 2020 1:39 PM

Attachments

10262020 WV Delegation lette...

From: Caperton, Austin <Austin.Caperton@wv.gov> 
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 1:31 PM
To: Ward, Harold D <Harold.D.Ward@wv.gov>; Mandirola, Scott G <Scott.G.Mandirola@wv.gov>; Crowder, Laura M 
<Laura.M.Crowder@wv.gov>
Subject: Fw: [External] Letter supporting Longview permit application

Austin Caperton
Cabinet Secretary WVDEP
Driven by Employee Pride
304-926-0440
Our Core Values: Professionalism - Integrity - Education
Knowledge - Expertise - Credibility - Public Service

From: Cone, Travis (Capito) <Travis_Cone@capito.senate.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 1:21 PM
To: Caperton, Austin <Austin.Caperton@wv.gov>
Cc: Tomlinson, Adam (Capito) <Adam_Tomlinson@capito.senate.gov>
Subject: [External] Letter supporting Longview permit application 

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify sender.
Secretary Caperton,

Hope you and yours are well.

Please find attached a letter from Senator Capito, Congressman McKinley, Congressman Mooney, and Congresswoman 
Miller in support of Longview’s permit application under your implementation of the ACE rule interpretation of Clean Air 
Act Section 111. I will also drop a copy in the mail.

Thanks for your consideration and let me know of any questions. Good luck with the public e-hearing this evening.

Best,
Travis

C. Travis Cone
Senior Energy Adviser
Senator Shelley Moore Capito (R-WV)
172 Russell Senate Office Building (SR-172)
Washington, DC 20515 
202-224-6472
travis_cone@capito.senate.gov 

FW: [External]  Letter supporting Longview permit 
application
Friday, October 30, 2020 10:10 AM
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travis_cone@capito.senate.gov 
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Subject [External]  I strongly Object to increase in gas emissions from the Longview Power Plant 

From Reger-Nash, Bill

To Andrews, Edward S

Sent Wednesday, October 28, 2020 5:23 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify sender.
Dear Sir,

/ Bill Reger-Nash, EdD

As a public health professional, I am appalled by the proposed addition to the Longview Power 
Plant. Greenhouse gas emissions are choking our atmosphere and our planet. We have myriads 
of environmental problems associated with these issues. Please do not allow Longview to spew 
more toxic emissions into our air, waterways, and ultimately our soil. The draft permit enables 
such increases. This is unconscionable. Deny this expansion.

Professor Emeritus
School of Public Health
West Virginia University
Morgantown, WV 26506-9190
C: 304-685-6740
wreger@hsc.wvu.edu
publichealth.hsc.wvu.edu/BillRegerNash/
publichealth.hsc.wvu.edu

Morgantown Pedestrian Safety Board

Walk 30 to 60 minutes daily.
Feel the Power of Half an Hour! gn
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the 
intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure or distribution by anyone other than the intended recipient(s) is prohibited. If 
you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 
the original message.

[External]  I strongly Object to increase in gas emissions 
from the Longview Power Plant 
Friday, October 30, 2020 10:12 AM
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Subject Fwd: Congressional support letter re: Longview Power

From Crowder, Laura M

To Andrews, Edward S

Sent Monday, November 2, 2020 9:15 PM

Attachments

SKM_C45820110212390

FYI

Laura

From: "Henson, Jessica A" <Jessica.A.Henson@wv.gov>
Date: November 2, 2020 at 12:03:25 PM CST
To: "Caperton, Austin" <Austin.Caperton@wv.gov>
Cc: "Crowder, Laura M" <Laura.M.Crowder@wv.gov>, "Ward, Harold D" <Harold.D.Ward@wv.gov>, "Mandirola, 
Scott G" <Scott.G.Mandirola@wv.gov>
Subject: Congressional support letter re: Longview Power

 
All,
See attachment that was received in today’s mail.

Thanks,
Jessica

From: 14598@wv.gov <14598@wv.gov> 
Sent: Monday, November 2, 2020 12:39 PM
To: Henson, Jessica A <Jessica.A.Henson@wv.gov>
Subject: Message from KM_C458

Begin forwarded message:

Fwd: Congressional support letter re: Longview Power
Wednesday, November 4, 2020 8:23 AM
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Subject [External]  Longview Power Comments

From Thomas T. Lampman

To Andrews, Edward S

Sent Monday, November 2, 2020 2:14 PM

Attachments

2020-10-27 AG Co...

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify sender.
Mr. Andrews,

Please find attached a written copy of the comments given by Attorney General Patrick Morrisey on the Longview Power 
Proposed Permit.

Thank you.

Thomas T. Lampman
Assistant Solicitor General
Office of the Attorney General
of West Virginia

Office: (304) 558-2021
Direct: (681) 313-4554

[External]  Longview Power Comments
Wednesday, November 4, 2020 8:24 AM
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Subject [External]  Longview Power Comments

From Betsy J. Lawson

To Andrews, Edward S

Sent Saturday, October 31, 2020 6:21 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify sender.
To Mr. Edward Andrews:
Affordable 'Clean' Energy is an ironic title for a regressive rule that would permit INCREASED greenhouse 
gas pollution.
Quite apart from the immorality of the rule replacing the Clean Power Plan in face of all the climate 
ruction we are already experiencing, one wonders at the haste of Longview in trying to acquire this 
permit in advance of the Inauguration, when a differing administration might have them reverse what 
they had just invested time and money in. 
Worse, they want this permit granted by the WV DEP before the rule has even been finalised and passed 
by the Administration. This seems like buying a 'pig in a poke', but a pig that does not even exist -
perhaps a shell game might be a better analogy. How can this be a legal procedure on the part of 
Longview? or the DEP?
Doubtless Longview has the provision that permits extra emissions when not operating at full capacity 
clearly in mind. This, as inevitably coal energy will become less profitable as alternative energy becomes 
more so, as it already is. On top of this economic crutch, an increase of 0.4% per annum after 20 years 
would allow an increase to 108% from the starting point, more if compounded - instead of less, as the 
future habitability (and economic stability) of the world requires.
Moreover Longview included years of operation without their current more efficient emissions controls 
when proposing their averaged emissions, ensuring the ceiling be well above their current 
emissions. This means that they are applying to emit above their current pollution levels, on top of the 
proposed increase. What is the point of having installed such, to propose to run them at 'half-cock' -
apart from selling electricity more cheaply to their customers outwith West Virginia, which will suffer 
the poorer air quality, but where the permit would come from.
We should be drastically reducing CO2 and SO2 emissions, not increasing them. How many more 
warnings/ super-expensive disasters do we need. Hurricanes Katrina, Sandy, Matthew, Harvey, alone 
totalled $340+ billion. Wildfires in California, 2007, 2018, 2019, 2020, Colorado, 2012, 2020, 
Washington, 2015, 2020, Smoky Mountains 2016, and the Midwest crop failure in 2019, are further 
indicators of what is increasingly to come. How much of this does the taxpayer cover? The 10 hottest 
years on record have all occurred since 2005, the hottest 5 since 2015.
This permit should not be considered. It is illegitimate, blindly profit-driven and socially irresponsible.
Sincerely,
Stephen Lawson
Morgantown, WV

[External]  Longview Power Comments
Monday, November 9, 2020 3:01 PM
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Subject [External]  Comment on Longview Draft Permit # R13-3495

From Duane Nichols

To Andrews, Edward S

Sent Monday, November 9, 2020 4:15 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify sender.
............... MON VALLEY CLEAN AIR COALITION ............. 

  
Ed Andrews
West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection
Division of Air Quality
601 57th Street, SE
Charleston, WV 25304
Via e-mail to: Edward.S.Andrews@wv.gov

RE: Comments on draft permit # R13-3495, Longview Power greenhouse gas permit

Dear Mr. Andrews:

Our Mon Valley Clean Air Coalition has followed Longview from the very beginning.

Recall they promised to use WV coal, but are using Pennsylvania coal. They promised to consume not 
water from the Monongahela River, but are using such for their evaporative cooling activity. They 
promised to have zero discharge to the environment, but they pump wastewater down into an 
underground coal mine.

Now the WV-DEP is proposing more concessions to Longview Power LLC so as to permit them to pollute 
the environment, even more than otherwise. How in God’s name can you look at yourself in the mirror 
if you are the enabler of increased pollution? The WV-DEP has a responsibility to DECREASE pollution, 
NOT INCREASE IT,
where have you been? In other words, who is running our state government?

This is a letter of protest on behalf of the residents of the Ft. Martin community who are exposed to 
multiple coal fired power plant and 300 diesel trucks per day transporting coal up the long narrow Ft. 
Martin hill. They are like most all other West Virginians who are unaware of the illogical activity 
involving this Draft Permit.

On behalf of the Bakers Ridge community, the Stewartstown community, the Forks of Cheat Forest, the 
Pt. Marion community, and indeed on behalf of the students and staff of the University High School, this 
draft permit is an environmental insult. All are subjected to the emissions of the Longview and Ft. 
Martin power plants. All experience the fine particulates, the acidic emissions, the free radical reactants, 
the vapor clouds and the anxieties of unknown trace materials.

Because this draft permit would establish excessive and unnecessary carbon dioxide emissions, all other 

[External]  Comment on Longview Draft Permit # 
R13-3495
Friday, November 13, 2020 11:57 AM
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Because this draft permit would establish excessive and unnecessary carbon dioxide emissions, all other 
emissions will also be increased. The intent of climate change regulations is to reduce all greenhouse 
gases. Even the water vapor and the particulates contribute to this, so must be considered.

This DRAFT is PREMATURE. There is no current level of regulation or control. In fact, the operation of 
Longview isn’t needed, not necessary, since our PJM has plenty of generation. This company is not 
operating in as a public service, rather as a private operator for private gain, I.e. to maximize 
profits. The WV-DEP has no such mandate, rather you should function in the public interest. 

This DRAFT PERMIT needs to be withdrawn as untimely, out of place, not logical and possesses strong 
political overtones. The motivation for it within state government has not been revealed, so the public 
interest is being abused. The reputation of the WV-DEP is on the line.

Duane G. Nichols, Ph.D.
Mon Valley Clean Air Coalition
330 Dream Catcher Circle
Morgantown, WV 26508

Duane330@aol.com
304-599-8040
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Subject [External]  Comments on Draft Permit R13-3495, Longview Power Greenhouse Gases

From James Kotcon

To Andrews, Edward S

Sent Monday, November 9, 2020 4:05 PM

Attachments

Longview greenhouse gas permit-comments-2...

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify sender.
See attached letter. Thank you. 
jim Kotcon
Conservation Chair
304-594-3322 (home)

Jim Kotcon - Sierra Club  Comments on Draft Permit 
R13-3495, Longview Power Greenhouse Gases
Friday, November 13, 2020 11:58 AM
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Subject [External]  Re: Longview Power Comments

From Stephen Lawson

To Andrews, Edward S

Sent Sunday, November 1, 2020 11:53 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify sender.

Please ignore previous, unsigned comment, and forgive my unfamiliarity with 
Email procedures. This one I hope is proper: 

Please disregard my identical commentary already sent on my behalf by my wife, 
Elizabeth Jaeger at bjaegerart@gmail.com. using her email address, so perhaps 
accredited to her, and regarded as 'stuffing'.
Dear Edward S. Andrews, this is my comment on the 'Pollution Permit Application on 
behalf of Longview 1:
Affordable 'Clean' Energy is an ironic title for a regressive rule that would permit 
INCREASED greenhouse gas pollution.
Quite apart from the immorality of the rule replacing the Clean Power Plan in face of 
all the climate ruction we are already experiencing, one wonders at the haste of 
Longview in trying to acquire this permit in advance of the Inauguration, when a 
differing administration might have them reverse what they had just invested time 
and money in. 
Worse, they want this permit granted by the WV DEP before the rule has even been 
finalised and passed by the Administration. This seems like buying a 'pig in a poke', 
but a pig that does not even exist, yet - perhaps a shell game might be a 
better analogy. How can this be a legal procedure on the part of Longview? or the 
DEP?
Doubtless Longview has the provision that permits extra emissions when not 
operating at full capacity clearly in mind. This, as inevitably coal energy will become 
less profitable as alternative energy becomes more so, as it already is. On top of this 
economic crutch, an increase of 0.4% per annum after 20 years would allow an 
increase to 108% from the starting point, more if compounded - instead of less, as 
the future habitability (and economic stability) of the world requires.
Moreover Longview included years of operation without their current more efficient 
emissions controls when proposing their averaged emissions, ensuring the ceiling 
would be well above their current emissions. This means that they are applying to 
emit above their current pollution levels, on top of the proposed increase. What is 
the point of having installed such, to propose to run them at 'half-cock' - apart from 
selling electricity more cheaply to their customers outwith West Virginia, which will 
suffer the poorer air quality, but where the permit would come from.
We should be drastically reducing CO2 and SO2 emissions, not increasing them. How 

[External]  Re: Longview Power Comments
Friday, November 13, 2020 12:00 PM
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We should be drastically reducing CO2 and SO2 emissions, not increasing them. How 
many more warnings/ super-expensive disasters do we need. Hurricanes Katrina, 
Sandy, Matthew, Harvey, alone totalled $340+ billion. Wildfires in California, 2007, 
2018, 2019, 2020, Colorado, 2012, 2020, Washington, 2015, 2020, Smoky Mountains 
2016, and the Mid-West crop failure in 2019, are further indicators of what is 
increasingly to come. How much of this does the taxpayer cover? The 10 hottest 
years on record have all occurred since 2005, the hottest 5 since 2015.
This permit should not be considered. It is illegitimate, blindly profit-driven and 
socially irresponsible.
Stephen Lawson. 1213 Gallus Road, Morgantown, WV 26501.
On Sun, 1 Nov 2020 at 11:25, Stephen Lawson <s.panolawson@gmail.com> wrote:

Please disregard my identical commentary already sent on my behalf by my wife, 
Elizabeth Jaeger at bjaegerart@gmail.com. using her email address, so perhaps 
accredited to her.
Dear Edward S. Andrews, this is my comment on the 'Pollution Permit Application on 
behalf of Longview 1:
Affordable 'Clean' Energy is an ironic title for a regressive rule that would permit 
INCREASED greenhouse gas pollution.
Quite apart from the immorality of the rule replacing the Clean Power Plan in face of 
all the climate ruction we are already experiencing, one wonders at the haste of 
Longview in trying to acquire this permit in advance of the Inauguration, when a 
differing administration might have them reverse what they had just invested time 
and money in. 
Worse, they want this permit granted by the WV DEP before the rule has even been 
finalised and passed by the Administration. This seems like buying a 'pig in a poke', 
but a pig that does not even exist, yet - perhaps a shell game might be a 
better analogy. How can this be a legal procedure on the part of Longview? or the 
DEP?
Doubtless Longview has the provision that permits extra emissions when not 
operating at full capacity clearly in mind. This, as inevitably coal energy will become 
less profitable as alternative energy becomes more so, as it already is. On top of this 
economic crutch, an increase of 0.4% per annum after 20 years would allow an 
increase to 108% from the starting point, more if compounded - instead of less, as 
the future habitability (and economic stability) of the world requires.
Moreover Longview included years of operation without their current more efficient 
emissions controls when proposing their averaged emissions, ensuring the ceiling 
would be well above their current emissions. This means that they are applying to 
emit above their current pollution levels, on top of the proposed increase. What is 
the point of having installed such, to propose to run them at 'half-cock' - apart from 
selling electricity more cheaply to their customers outwith West Virginia, which will 
suffer the poorer air quality, but where the permit would come from.
We should be drastically reducing CO2 and SO2 emissions, not increasing them. How 
many more warnings/ super-expensive disasters do we need. Hurricanes Katrina, 
Sandy, Matthew, Harvey, alone totalled $340+ billion. Wildfires in California, 2007, 
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Sandy, Matthew, Harvey, alone totalled $340+ billion. Wildfires in California, 2007, 
2018, 2019, 2020, Colorado, 2012, 2020, Washington, 2015, 2020, Smoky Mountains 
2016, and the Mid-West crop failure in 2019, are further indicators of what is 
increasingly to come. How much of this does the taxpayer cover? The 10 hottest 
years on record have all occurred since 2005, the hottest 5 since 2015.
This permit should not be considered. It is illegitimate, blindly profit-driven and 
socially irresponsible.
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Subject [External]  Longview Power Comments

From Stephen Lawson

To Andrews, Edward S

Sent Sunday, November 1, 2020 11:25 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify sender.

Please disregard my identical commentary already sent on my behalf by my wife, 
Elizabeth Jaeger at bjaegerart@gmail.com. using her email address, so perhaps 
accredited to her.
Dear Edward S. Andrews, this is my comment on the 'Pollution Permit Application on 
behalf of Longview 1:
Affordable 'Clean' Energy is an ironic title for a regressive rule that would permit 
INCREASED greenhouse gas pollution.
Quite apart from the immorality of the rule replacing the Clean Power Plan in face of 
all the climate ruction we are already experiencing, one wonders at the haste of 
Longview in trying to acquire this permit in advance of the Inauguration, when a 
differing administration might have them reverse what they had just invested time 
and money in. 
Worse, they want this permit granted by the WV DEP before the rule has even been 
finalised and passed by the Administration. This seems like buying a 'pig in a poke', 
but a pig that does not even exist, yet - perhaps a shell game might be a 
better analogy. How can this be a legal procedure on the part of Longview? or the 
DEP?
Doubtless Longview has the provision that permits extra emissions when not 
operating at full capacity clearly in mind. This, as inevitably coal energy will become 
less profitable as alternative energy becomes more so, as it already is. On top of this 
economic crutch, an increase of 0.4% per annum after 20 years would allow an 
increase to 108% from the starting point, more if compounded - instead of less, as 
the future habitability (and economic stability) of the world requires.
Moreover Longview included years of operation without their current more efficient 
emissions controls when proposing their averaged emissions, ensuring the ceiling 
would be well above their current emissions. This means that they are applying to 
emit above their current pollution levels, on top of the proposed increase. What is 
the point of having installed such, to propose to run them at 'half-cock' - apart from 
selling electricity more cheaply to their customers outwith West Virginia, which will 
suffer the poorer air quality, but where the permit would come from.
We should be drastically reducing CO2 and SO2 emissions, not increasing them. How 
many more warnings/ super-expensive disasters do we need. Hurricanes Katrina, 
Sandy, Matthew, Harvey, alone totalled $340+ billion. Wildfires in California, 2007, 
2018, 2019, 2020, Colorado, 2012, 2020, Washington, 2015, 2020, Smoky Mountains 

[External]  Longview Power Comments
Friday, November 13, 2020 12:00 PM
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2018, 2019, 2020, Colorado, 2012, 2020, Washington, 2015, 2020, Smoky Mountains 
2016, and the Mid-West crop failure in 2019, are further indicators of what is 
increasingly to come. How much of this does the taxpayer cover? The 10 hottest 
years on record have all occurred since 2005, the hottest 5 since 2015.
This permit should not be considered. It is illegitimate, blindly profit-driven and 
socially irresponsible.
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Subject [External]  Longview Power Comments

From Betsy J. Lawson

To Andrews, Edward S

Sent Saturday, October 31, 2020 6:21 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify sender.
To Mr. Edward Andrews:
Affordable 'Clean' Energy is an ironic title for a regressive rule that would permit INCREASED greenhouse 
gas pollution.
Quite apart from the immorality of the rule replacing the Clean Power Plan in face of all the climate 
ruction we are already experiencing, one wonders at the haste of Longview in trying to acquire this 
permit in advance of the Inauguration, when a differing administration might have them reverse what 
they had just invested time and money in. 
Worse, they want this permit granted by the WV DEP before the rule has even been finalised and passed 
by the Administration. This seems like buying a 'pig in a poke', but a pig that does not even exist -
perhaps a shell game might be a better analogy. How can this be a legal procedure on the part of 
Longview? or the DEP?
Doubtless Longview has the provision that permits extra emissions when not operating at full capacity 
clearly in mind. This, as inevitably coal energy will become less profitable as alternative energy becomes 
more so, as it already is. On top of this economic crutch, an increase of 0.4% per annum after 20 years 
would allow an increase to 108% from the starting point, more if compounded - instead of less, as the 
future habitability (and economic stability) of the world requires.
Moreover Longview included years of operation without their current more efficient emissions controls 
when proposing their averaged emissions, ensuring the ceiling be well above their current 
emissions. This means that they are applying to emit above their current pollution levels, on top of the 
proposed increase. What is the point of having installed such, to propose to run them at 'half-cock' -
apart from selling electricity more cheaply to their customers outwith West Virginia, which will suffer 
the poorer air quality, but where the permit would come from.
We should be drastically reducing CO2 and SO2 emissions, not increasing them. How many more 
warnings/ super-expensive disasters do we need. Hurricanes Katrina, Sandy, Matthew, Harvey, alone 
totalled $340+ billion. Wildfires in California, 2007, 2018, 2019, 2020, Colorado, 2012, 2020, 
Washington, 2015, 2020, Smoky Mountains 2016, and the Midwest crop failure in 2019, are further 
indicators of what is increasingly to come. How much of this does the taxpayer cover? The 10 hottest 
years on record have all occurred since 2005, the hottest 5 since 2015.
This permit should not be considered. It is illegitimate, blindly profit-driven and socially irresponsible.
Sincerely,
Stephen Lawson
Morgantown, WV

[External]  Longview Power Comments
Friday, November 13, 2020 12:01 PM
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